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INTERDISCIPLINARY SHAKESPEARE: a) Romeo and Juliet; b) Macbeth; c) Julius
Caesar; each volume links the play to period history, literature, art, music and
science. [See Below for Details on FREE Support Materials.]



INTERDISCIPLINARY ANCIENT GREEK LITERATURE: Antigone & Oedipus Rex
linked to Greek history, poetry, art, math, physics, music, and the Olympics.



INTERDISCIPLINARY MIDDLE AGES: The Lion in Winter volume explores
Pilgrimages & Crusades, Troubadour Poetry & Arthurian Romance, Magna Carta,
medieval art & medieval science in connection with the play and its characters.



INTERDISCIPLINARY EARLY 20TH-CENTURY AMERICAN LITERATURE: a) The
Harlem Renaissance; b) The Grapes of Wrath & the American Dream, both
volumes explore activist literature, American history, and period art and music.

 “Nexus is a remarkable publication, one of the best of its kind
for promoting interdisciplinary work by students. Each volume reflects careful research and is
filled with information that engages students, teaches them to think critically, & advances their
understanding of how the disciplines complement each other." —Gene Maeroff
Director of the Hechinger Institute on Education & the Media, Columbia University, former Senior Fellow of the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, and former national education correspondent for the New York Times

 “All [NEXUS] units combined make an excellent and thorough language

arts course. The units are insightful and well written….I highly recommend the units.” —
ABOUT.COM

 "A sure-fire hit with students." — THE COLLEGE BOARD

 “The exercises in this exhilarating volume [The Grapes of Wrath & the American
Dream] focus on observation skills; theme, variation, and repetition in the novel; period music,
and art. Its 11 chapters reveal the social production of art in action by showing the
interpenetration of all the arts—painting, music, film, journalism, theater, and novels—to
produce social change.” — THE COLLEGE BOARD

 “The wonderfully rich historical background—colorful anecdotes
and clear, conversational accounts of family ties, political
motives, events, and phenomena—will definitely

enhance students' study of the play. The
illustrations for the 14 short sections (one to three pages) of this
volume are stunning: maps, production photos, beautiful
reproductions of tapestries, and manuscript illuminations.” —
THE COLLEGE BOARD

 "A beautifully produced glossy magazine that links the text to the
period’s history, music, art, theater, and science to provide "additional entry points into literature."
Supplements and team-teaching guidelines (four for this volume) suggest activities and additional
readings in each discipline… all NEXUS volumes emphasize the critical skills and analogical thinking
that are crucial for success on the SAT.” – THE COLLEGE BOARD
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 “With an impressive group of contributors and consultants, Publisher/Editor Jesse Bryant
Wilder has put together a stunning set of challenging materials that will

provide outstanding learning experiences for secondary
students.”—TEMPO (Journal of the Texas Association for the Gifted & Talented)

Michael W. Bergen, Communication Arts Chair, Appleton East H.S., Appleton, WI— “I

haven’t

seen any better material for connecting the curriculum, especially world

literature and world history—and I have a lot of experience connecting the curriculum. In one instance, for
example, my kids did their research topics on the artists and poets of the Harlem Renaissance and they
created mini-documentaries on the artists or poets using the NEXUS materials. It went extremely well.
You can see the editor has really done his research. His love of the material really shows.”
Susan Neun, English Chair, Lahser High School, Bloomfield Hills School District, Bloomfield Hills,
MI— “We’ve had very successful experiences with NEXUS. The presentation is accessible to advanced

I think these books are
absolute treasures, just remarkable. For a single teacher especially,
it just pulls everything together. The magazine can take the place of
a team of teachers.”
and to regular students. It is an excellent compilation of materials.

Marti Koller, English teacher, Baldwin-Woodville High School, Baldwin, WI—“Kids who are harder to
engage enjoy the visuals and the real-world applications. Overall each volume provides research that any
teacher would love to do, but doesn’t have the time to do, and the fact that NEXUS does it for us is very
valuable.”
Dr. Paulette Goll, English Chair of Lincoln-West H.S., Cleveland,
OH—“NEXUS

is one of the best things I’ve ever
seen. You’ve done an exceptional job with
Romeo and Juliet and the Renaissance.”
Marjorie MacKeown, English Teacher, Tecumseh H.S. in New
Carlisle, OH—“I really think Romeo & Juliet and the Renaissance is
great, and the students enjoy it too.”
Orelia Dann, history teacher, Greenhills School, Ann Arbor, MI—
“NEXUS magazines are wonderful! They are creative, scholarly and
entertaining. The students love using them, and I just love the
interdisciplinary approach. The magazines are also great for projects. I
can send a group of students off to work from them. For example, we
used HyperStudio and “Arab Astronomy” in The Lion in Winter volume
with the 9th grade.”
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Susan Ryan, English Chair, Immaculate Heart of Mary, Westchester, IL—“We have found the NEXUS
volumes wonderful. They’ve been used in a number of classes in 10th, 11th and 12th grade, including our
sophomore World Culture class, which incorporates World Literature and World History. We particularly
like the correlations to art, and the students like to see the connections between different subject areas.

We also find that NEXUS is particularly valuable to
visual learners who are not engaged by traditional means.”
They find that very interesting.

Donna Sheridan, English teacher, Magnificat, Rocky River, OH—“The kids loved Romeo & Juliet and
the Renaissance. It was exciting to watch them make the connections. We had an interdisciplinary week
on Galileo and NEXUS fit in perfectly. They started with the Galileo articles in NEXUS and then used the
magazine to explore other interdisciplinary connections. The kids couldn’t stop; they loved finding and
making the connections. It was fascinating to see, very very exciting. NEXUS worked really well.”
Katherine Sims, English teacher, Land ‘O Lakes High School, Land ‘O Lakes, FL—“We’ve received
two years of NEXUS subscriptions, and we think they are the most wonderful things that walk the earth.”
Carol Dank, English teacher, Kent Roosevelt High School, Kent, OH— “The

NEXUS, the more uses you find for it.”

more you use

Dr. Linda Meixner, English teacher at Valley Forge High School, Parma, OH—“Even students who
are difficult to manage are captivated by NEXUS magazine.”
R.R. Wilkinson in Kittredge, CO, home school teacher—“I

am absolutely stunned by
the quality of these materials—thank you so much!”
Jennifer Dever, English teacher, Bowling Green High School, Bowling Green, OH—“The students
are learning and having fun. Yours is a great product!”
Theresa French, English Teacher, from East Leyden H.S, Franklin Park, IL (suburb of Chicago)—
“NEXUS is wonderful. I’ve been telling everyone about it.”
Amy Benjamin, English Teacher, Hendrick Hudson H.S. in Montrose, NY (outside NYC)—“The
students respond very well to it. I think NEXUS is great.”
Linda Wolkenbreit, Humanities Coordinator for the Voorheesville NY School District— “We were
very pleased with the quality and the fact that it is interdisciplinary.”
Anne Mulligan, English chair at Bishop Kearney High School in Brooklyn, NY—“NEXUS is
magnificent. We are so excited about it here.”
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INTERDISCIPLINARY SHAKESPEARE SERIES INCLUDES:
a) Romeo and Juliet; b) Macbeth; c) Julius Caesar.

With orders of 25 or more copies of any Nexus Shakespeare Volume
teachers receive FREE:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

In-context vocabulary exercises and quizzes for each scene in the first three acts of the play;
A plot quiz for each of the first three acts of the play;
Interdisciplinary guidelines;
Free supplements, e.g., for Romeo and Juliet, “English Theater” and “Mercutio vs. Mr. Manners” (courtly love traditions in the
play – see www.nexusbooks.org for details);
Illustrated explication exercises for all the figurative language in the first three acts of each play (with an answer key) so that
students learn to decipher and appreciate Shakespeare’s figurative language and link his insights to their lives;
Theme-tracking assignments (e.g., love is blind & love-at-first-sight themes in R&J);
A unit test for each play.

CLASS SETS OF ANTIGONE & THE GREEK WORLD, THE HARLEM RENAISSANCE, THE GRAPES OF WRATH &
THE AMERICAN DREAM, & THE LION IN WINTER & THE MIDDLE AGES ALSO INCLUDE FREE SUPPORT
MATERIALS. FOR A DETAILED CHAPTER-BY-CHAPTER DESCRIPTION OF EACH 32-36 PAGE NEXUS VOLUME
visit www.nexusbooks.org
(play not included)

CLASS SETS OF 25: $250.00 (add $10.00 for ea. additional copy).
SINGLE COPIES: $12.50 each. Send check & order to address below.
See order forms below for details.
NEXUS is a nonprofit committed to raising the level of student achievement in America. Help us to help all
American students succeed by not photocopying these resources and by purchasing class sets when possible (see class-set
order form; class sets include FREE support materials). Every dollar we earn helps us to reach and serve more
American students. FYI: We are currently building a free educational website on Civil War and Reconstruction
literature, history, art, and journalism. This project is two years in the making and will require at least one more year to
complete. Together, we can raise the bar and make engaging, high-level, interdisciplinary education the norm in
America.
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NEXUS CLASS-SET ORDER FORM
THE INTERDISCIPLINARY RESOURCE FOR STUDENTS & TEACHERS

EACH 32-PAGE VOLUME FEATURES WORLD-CLASS LITERATURE, ART & PHOTOGRAPHY
(Minimum order—one CLASS SET of a volume: 25 copies)
Includes FREE teacher support materials and guidelines for team teaching the program. NEXUS BOOKS are interdisciplinary textbooks in a
magazine format. Each volume links the history, art, music and science of a period to a great work of literature. MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO:
PALLAS COMMUNICATIONS, INC. Pallas Communications is a nonprofit organization.
(FILL IN TOP & BOTTOM, PLEASE.)

NEXUS INTEGRATED CURRICULUM UNIT ORDERS
CIRCLE CHOICES & RECORD QUANTITY BELOW
MINIMUM ORDER—25 COPIES OF A VOLUME
_______

Antigone
& the Greek World

______ The Lion in Winter
& the Middle Ages

[In U.S. Add 8% for Shipping ]

$250.00 for CLASS SET of 25
(Add $10.00 for ea. additional copy)

______ Macbeth
& the Dark Ages

______ Romeo and Juliet
& the Renaissance

______ The Grapes of Wrath
& the American Dream

______ Harlem Renaissance

______ Julius Caesar
& Ancient Rome: From
Republic to Empire

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED: $_____________________

Please complete the following:

NAME:
TITLE:
DEPARTMENT:
SCHOOL:
ADDRESS:
CITY, STATE, ZIP:

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

NEXUS
PALLAS COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
5017 Archmere Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44144
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NEXUS SINGLE-COPY ORDER FORM
THE INTERDISCIPLINARY RESOURCE FOR STUDENTS & TEACHERS

EACH 32-PAGE VOLUME FEATURES WORLD-CLASS LITERATURE, ART & PHOTOGRAPHY
NEXUS BOOKS are interdisciplinary textbooks in a magazine format. Each volume links the history, art, music and science of a period to a great
work of literature. MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO: PALLAS COMMUNICATIONS, INC. Pallas Communications is a nonprofit
organization.
(FILL IN TOP & BOTTOM, PLEASE.)

NEXUS ORDERS
CIRCLE CHOICES & RECORD QUANTITY BELOW

_______

Antigone
& the Greek World

______ The Lion in Winter
& the Middle Ages

______ Macbeth
& the Dark Ages

______ Romeo and Juliet
& the Renaissance

$12.50 PER COPY

______ The Grapes of Wrath
& the American Dream

______ Harlem Renaissance

[*In U.S. add $2.00 for Shipping 1 volume; 15% for more than 1 volume]

______ Julius Caesar
& Ancient Rome: From
Republic to Empire

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED: $__________________

Please complete the following:

NAME:
________________________________________
TITLE:
________________________________________
EMAIL:
________________________________________
SCHOOL NAME & ADDRESS: ________________________________________
CITY, STATE, ZIP:
________________________________________

NEXUS
PALLAS COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
5017 Archmere Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44144
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